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Hospitality Sheets

Luxury sheets that feel good and last through repeated industrial laundering are available in a variety of fabrications and designs. Each is specifically
formulated for the hospitality market and guaranteed to offer the best value for the lowest cost.

T-300
Plain Weave &
Satin Stripe Sheets
60% cotton / 40% polyester
*Satin stripe design also available
in matching duvet cover and pillow
sham

T-200
Sheets

T-250
Super Soft Sheets
60% cotton / 40% polyester
*Satin-piped pillowcase available

T-180 Sheets
55% cotton / 45% polyester

60% cotton / 40% polyester

Value 180 Optically
Brightened Sheets
55% cotton / 45% polyester
*With colored hem threads
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Need a luxurious sheet that feels great and withstands repeated
industrial laundering? Don’t worry, we’ve got you covered.
• No iron, crease resistant finish
• Tucked selvedges for added strength
• Single ply, ring spun cotton for superior softness and smoothness
• Over sized, color-coded labels for easy identification
• Superior whiteness and clean, crisp brightness after every wash

Hospitality Pillows

Pillows and pillow protection are key to providing guests with a good nights sleep. But why pay a fortune? From the basic to the best, choose from
a variety of fill weights and fabrications. And protective covers help protect that investment. Rest assured there is an option for all levels of luxury.

Gold Choice Pillow
Made with extra hollow
siliconized fiberfill inside for a luxuriously lofty pillow and
meets the 22 oz. fill weight specified by many hotel
franchise properties.

Luxury Pillows

Ultra Down Pillow
A true alternative to natural fill, guests will enjoy this
luxury pillow made with corded piped edges and
micro-denier polyester.

Platinum Choice Pillow
A resilient pillow with down-like comfort and durability, the
premium polyester fibers and siliconized finish prevent
flattening and matting.

Zippered Pillow
Protector
Protects an expensive pillow investment and provides
guests with a restful nights sleep.

Classic BedBugSafeTM Encasing
Bed bugs, mold, allergens, and germs cannot pass through
these water resistant bed and crib mattress encasings.
Each is crafted with the BedBugSafe™ closure, premium
rustproof zippers, and reinforced seams.

Heavenly Down

A medium soft, hypo-allergenic pillow made of 100%
cotton ticking with a piped edge for superb quality
and unbeatable value

Down Pillow

An elegant pillow made of 100% luxurious goose
down filling with 100% cotton ticking, double stitched
seams and corded edge.

Down & Feather Pillow

A medium firm pillow with blended goose down
and natural feather fill, 100% cotton ticking, double
stitched seams and corded edge.

Down Plus

A luxurious blended goose down and microfiber
pillow made of 100% cotton ticking, double stitched
seams, and corded edge.
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Top Sheet / Triple Sheet

100% Polyester Tone on Tone Designs
Add a touch of luxury to your decor with the subtle luster of one of the four tone-on-tone polyester top sheets. The distinctive addition adds a classic
luxury to hotel beds.

Satin Stripe

Herringbone

Satin Square

Ribbon

100% Polyester Jacquard Designs
Transform hotel beds with dimensional, jacquard weaves that twirl, spin, and streak across silky 100% polyester decorative top sheets. Made with
stunning hi/low textural designs, the heavyweight luxury fabric drapes beautifully, resists wrinkles and maintains excellent durability with a fun,
modern twist.

Infinity

Moon Shadow

Manuscript

Dapper

Triple Sheeting 101

Flight
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Labyrinth

1. Cover the mattress with a fitted sheet or flat sheet and tuck on all sides
2. Add the second layer by placing the top hem of a flat sheet so it is even with the top of the mattress
3. Layer a lightweight blanket approximately 6” below the top of the mattress
4. Place a decorative top sheet over the blanket so the top hem is even with the top of the mattress
5. Fold both flat sheets down about 6” followed by an additional 6” fold to include the blanket
6. Finish the look by tucking everything beneath the foot of the mattress and tailor the sides, accessorize
with cushions and bed runners for a fresh, modern flare

McCormick Collection Terry
Made of 100% cotton, the McCormick Collection boasts luxurious qualities
with superior loft and hand, brilliant whiteness, and touchable plushy
softness. Increased laundry production through savings on labor, utilities,
and linen replacement are additional benefits when compared to a standard
terry towel. All pieces are constructed with an elegant mini check border.

Royal Collection Terry

When only 100% pure cotton luxury will do, towels from the Royal Collection
are durable and long lasting. The decorative dobby border adds a simple
touch of class and elegance to this touchable soft and brilliantly white towel
collection.
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Gold Collection Terry

Classic and sophisticated, towels from the Gold Collection will add a subtle
stylish touch to any bathroom decor. With a blended construction of durable 86% cotton and 14% polyester blend and 100% ring spun cotton loops,
guests will enjoy a softer and smoother towel every time. All pieces are
constructed with a beautiful and decorative dobby border.

Kings Row Collection Terry
Towels from the King’s Row Collection are made with a durable 86% cotton
and 14% polyester blend construction and 100% ring spun cotton loops
for a softer and smoother hand. A simply designed checkerboard dobby
pattern brings forward a feel of beauty and class.
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Cam Collection Terry
The Cam Collection features simply timeless terry towels for all day, everyday use. The 86% cotton and 14% polyester blend means durability and
longevity for the best value possible. All pieces have a classically designed
Cam border.

Spa/Hand Towel

This durable and absorbent hand towel is made of 100% cotton for a luxuriously soft feel with added function. It perfectly suits the needs of luxury
bathrooms, spas, salons, and much more. All towels are made in the USA from low lint, super absorbent huck or AB fabric.
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